ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
There is no doubt that large-scale genotyping and gene expression profiling studies with microarrays (Alizadeh et al., 2000; van 't Veer et al., 2002) have emerged as a leading technology in biomedical research. This technology is very promising and already allows to process in parallel the entire genomes of bacteria (Behr et al., 1999) and soon will allow the parallel monitoring of the whole human genome. A typical microarray can contain from tens of thousands to several millions of probes with known (and replicated for statistical confidence) sequences often grouped in several blocks or sections to which unknown genetic samples are hybridized.
The processing of these slides involves a fluorescence illumination and recording of the response from all the probes at once in a single image. The further analysis of the slide image requires the correct identification or indexing of each block or section of clones and of each clone in a block and assigning to it an intensity level proportional to the amount of hybridization to this clone. Both of these tasks ideally should be completed without human involvements. They also should be as efficient as possible because of continuing growth of data produced by microarrays, be it either a size of a single microarray experiment (that is a number of probes in one microarray slide), or a number of slides that will require analysis, or both.
As a result of this enormous data amount the analysis of data is currently one of the major bottlenecks in the microarray technology and is still at the developmental stage (Li et al., 2002) . A lot of attention is directed toward microarray image processing algorithms both in the academic (Jung and Cho, 2002; Steinfath et al., 2001; Jain et al., 2002) and commercial settings [Axon Instruments, Inc. (2002) , GenePix Pro 4.1. http://www.axon.com/GN_GenePixSoftware.html, BioDiscovery (2002) , ImaGene 5, http://www.biodiscovery.com/ imagene.asp, Scanalytics, Inc. (2002) , IPLlab MicroArray Suite.
http://www.scanalytics.com/product/index.shtml]. Most of the current algorithms used for blocks and spots indexing are either 'semi'-automatic and require manual tuning or manual input of a number of parameters, or very sensitive to image noise, rotations and distortions, or work reliably only on images with large percentage of expressed spots, or extremely inefficient and require long processing time even for small data sets. The current state-of-the-art algorithms presented in the papers (Jung and Cho, 2002; Steinfath et al., 2001; Jain et al., 2002) can be summarized as follows: the processing times range from 10-20 s to 4 min for small images with several thousands of spots-the time complexity is O(M 2 ) (Jung and Cho, 2002) ; the typical spot expression rates required for reliable quantification are more than 10-30%; the angle of grid rotation is either negligible (Jain et al., 2002) or should be less than 10 • at best (Jung and Cho, 2002) . Other important advancements in the field of automatic spots (and spot groups) indexing that are mainly based on mathematical morphology techniques have been recently developed (Hirata et al., 2001; Angulo and Serra, 2003) . These methods look interesting but require more development to become efficient and fully automated.
The objective of this paper is to present a reliable, flexible, effective and completely automated algorithm for microarray image registration. The algorithm is very stable to image distortion and contamination and can reliably process images with spot expression rate as low as 1% and even low than 0.5% in multiple block images. It takes as input only a number of blocks in the image and grid points in the block and scales linearly with the number of grid points. The tests showed quarter of a second processing time for a single 200 × 200 section of microarray image and about 10 s for a slide with 44 sections (∼100 Mbyte image, 1 760 000 grid points total) on a 1.6 GHz Athlon CPU.
ALGORITHM OVERVIEW
A typical microarray slide usually contains several rectangular or square sections or blocks of different intensity spots packed in lattice or grid. The algorithm for indexing all the spots should be able to automatically identify or index each individual spot (spot indexing) in the block as well as each block in the whole slide (block indexing). First the author will start with the description of the spot indexing algorithm and then will describe the block indexing, but in order to provide best performance and reliability these two tasks of block and spot indexing should not be done independently.
Spot indexing algorithm
The spot indexing or grid finding algorithm of the single section consists of the following steps:
• Finding all spots in the section and determining average grid constants (spacing between grid points and global grid rotation angle).
• Constructing an incomplete Voronoi diagram for unordered set of spot locations and using it for ordering the expressed spots in the grid and interpolating the locations of missing spots from the positions of already ordered neighbors.
• Calculating the parameters of global affine transformation from ideal orthogonal unit spacing zero rotation grid to the constructed grid. Finding the shift of the grid and updating the position of the center (repeating spots ordering in several iterations if necessary).
(a) (b) Fig. 1 . Spreading patterns in detect and spread algorithm.
Spots finding
As a first step the algorithm applies the spot detection technique to the image (Pratt, 1991) . In order to avoid using any a priori information about sizes of the spots the detection algorithm is applied adaptively, using templates with varying sizes in parallel. The procedure of template matching involves comparing of the value of each pixel to the values of its north, south, east and west neighbors spaced W pixels away. Then the value of each of the above four neighbors is compared to the value of pixel spaced further V pixels away in the same direction. The pixel is marked as belonging to a spot if all the differences are larger than thresholds. Some fractions of a standard deviation (e.g., between a quarter and a third) of all of the pixels in the image (or in center region of the image) could be used as thresholds. For detection of small spots the second comparison for all or some of the four neighbors may be eliminated. In practical implementation of the algorithm the template sizes (W , V ) were ranging form (1,1) to (3,6). Each pixel was matched against every template and was selected as belonging to a spot if at least one match was successful. This allowed to detect spots of different sizes from as large as about 10 × 10 or 12 × 12 pixels to as small as 2 × 2 pixels (the smallest average distance between spots in the tests conducted was 3.3 pixels that effectively corresponds to spot size of about 2 × 2 pixels). After all the pixels have been classified the algorithm combines all the neighboring pixels marked as belonging to some spot into a single spot, calculates the position of the center of mass of intensity distribution for each spot and takes it as a spot location. In order to facilitate further processing an average grid spacing and global grid rotation are calculated from unordered set of the spot locations using detect and spread algorithm. Starting from the location of the center of mass each detected spot is spread in four directions using two different spreading patterns (Fig. 1) . The spreading of each individual spot stops when it hits a neighbor. For each hit both the distance and the angle between spots are recorded. The angle is normalized in the range [−π/4 : π/4] for the spreading pattern (a) and in the range [0 : π/2] for the spreading pattern (b). When sufficient number of hits is recorded the whole spreading process is terminated and the averages and variances of distances and angles are calculated. This number of hits required for termination of spreading can be estimated using the maximum likelihood considerations described below as a fraction of an expected number of spot pairs, but in practical implementation of the algorithm a fraction of the square root of the number of detected spots (but not less than five hits) was used. Choosing the angle from the spreading pattern with the lowest variance allows to avoid any restrictions on grid rotation and correctly identify spot indexes even in images rotated at angles close to ±π/4. This method will of course fail for blocks with small number of expressed spots. As an approximation for the probability of failure the probability p sf that there will not be any neighboring pair of expressed spots across the whole block can be used. Assuming that N spots are uniformly distributed on M = M r × M c grid (that is the spot expression rate R s = N/M) this probability can be estimated either as
or as
where the boundaries are neglected and four neighbors for each grid point are counted (R s is the probability that there is a spot at one grid point and (1 − R s ) 4 is the probability that there are no spots at the positions of all four of its close neighbors). The events of several spots having no close neighbors of course are not independent, but for small expression rates the conditional probabilities can be neglected and the above approximations can be used as estimates of the probability of failure. For large grids this probability is small even for low expression rates (for example for M = 200 × 200 and R s = 1% both expressions estimate the probability p sf to be less than 10 −6 ). For smaller grids the probability of failure is higher for the same values of spot expression rates and in order to improve the chances of finding the correct spacing and rotation this method should of course be applied not to a single block but to all blocks in the image simultaneously. It should be emphasized that knowing the spot expression rate alone is not enough to understand if the above method will succeed or not, the total size of the grid is also an important factor. It is fairly easy to estimate the most likely number of spots having another spot in the close vicinity for any selected values of the spot expression rate R s and the total grid size M. Taking initially only vertical direction, that is counting only the vertical pairs of spots and again neglecting the edge rows, the probability that there are exactly X vertical pairs out of N = R s × M total spots can be assumed to follow the binomial distribution
The most likely number of pairsX can be estimated from this probability using the maximum likelihood condition
For one percent expression rate (R s = 0.01) and the grid size M = 225 × 225 this gives the value ofX close to five pairs. The same considerations can be applied to the horizontal direction independently. This gives the total most likely number of pairs for M = 225×225 grid with R s = 0.01 expression rate between nine and 10 pairs. For M = 200 × 200 this number is around eight pairs.
To compare these numbers with the results from real data analysis a set of images with the spot expression rate around 1% has been generated from the higher expression rate images randomly blanking some of the spots. The simulated images were used because of lack of so many real data of such a low quality. In all of the total of 16 images analyzed the algorithm detected between six and 15 pairs of spots that allowed successfully find the average grid spacing and the grid rotation.
Incomplete Voronoi diagram
In general detect and spread algorithm could be used for constructing Voronoi diagram of unordered set of detected spots, that is for partitioning the whole image in cells, such that each cell contains exactly one spot and each spot is closer to the center of its cell than to any other (Klein, 1989) . Although this algorithm is less efficient than the optimal O(N log N) one (where N is the number of spots), this was not the main reason why construction of complete Voronoi diagrams was avoided in the algorithm presented. A more simple O(N ) algorithm was chosen instead where only the small proximity cell for each spot consisting of 3 × 3 square of neighboring points is used. This incomplete partitioning is performed not in the original image, but on a plane obtained by scaling transformation from the original image with some compacting scaling factor S v . The choice of scaling factor depends on the degree of allowable distortion. In the implementation of the algorithm the following scaling factor was used
, whered g is the grid constant or the average distance between spots, andᾱ g is the average angle of the grid rotation. With this choice of the scaling factor a random shift of a single spot at roughly 1/8 of the average distanced g in any direction will not result in overlap of the 3 × 3 proximity cells of neighboring spots. Hence, such spots will be correctly indexed by the algorithm.
Let I denote the image data, {s i }, i = 1, . . . , N is a set of unordered spots in I and (x 
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The resulting incomplete Voronoi diagram may have a number of unassigned points which are not partitioned in any of the cells, but for the purpose of creating an optimal O(M) algorithm for indexing spots in a grid this incomplete diagram is sufficient. There may be also overlaps between spots recorded. Large number of such overlaps may indicate of some problems with the image, either large distortions of the grid or too small value of the scaling factor and may be corrected by increasing the scaling factor.
Grid placement
The above incomplete Voronoi diagram is used next for ordering the expressed spots in the grid. The indexing starts with the positioning of a small (3 × 3 or 5 × 5) region of the grid in such a way that several grid points of the subgrid will fall into the proximity cells of different spots and then adjusting the position of the rigid subgrid for the best fit. Note that the choice of the initial position of the starting point can be arbitrary. One of the possible ways of starting the placement is to position the above small subgrid around the center of mass of all spots. The center point of the subgrid will be assigned to the center point (M r /2, M c /2) of the grid M = M r × M c . This is not necessary to be the correct center (as it will be seen from the example in Fig. 3a ) and the procedure for finding the final position of the grid will be described later in the grid centering section.
After the initial position of the small subgrid has been chosen the indexing continues with stable forward O(M) interpolation scheme where each next grid point is interpolated first from the locations of at least three or more already indexed grid points. Average parameters of the grid,d g and α g , are used for interpolation. Several interpolation patterns are shown in Figure 2 . Note that the solid dots represent the already processed grid locations and may or may not have any spots associated with them.
If interpolated grid point location falls into the proximity cell of one of the detected spots then the interpolated value is replaced by the actual location of the spot.
The interpolation algorithm can be illustrated for the first interpolation pattern as follows (for simplicity the grid rotation is assumed to be zero in this example): Output: The location of interpolated grid point (white dot)-
An important feature of this interpolation scheme is that it correctly finds and indexes isolated spots in the image. Even if the solid dots in Figure 2 do not have spots associated with them the location of the white dot will be interpolated correctly and will be tied to the spot location if there is a spot in the vicinity of the interpolated position. The search for the presence of a spot at any grid location is very fast, because it is just a simple lookup in the Voronoi diagram. This procedure allows to trace accurately elastic deformations of the slide as well as local defects of the image.
Affine transformation
In order to further optimize the position of the grid the least square fit procedure is used. First of all an affine transformation from an ideal unit spacing orthogonal grid is introduced:
are the coordinates of constructed grid in the center of mass (x , y ) coordinate system, x ij and y ij are the coordinates of ideal orthogonal grid also in the center of mass (x, y) coordinate system, and the upper bar denotes averaging
The transformation parameters can be found by averaging the products of the coordinates of each spot before and after the transformation: The transformation can either be applied globally to the whole grid or consecutively to subsections of the grid if the non-linear deformations of the slide are present.
Grid centering
After finishing all of the above steps the center of the grid may still be shifted by several grid points in either or both of X and Y directions. In order to find the correct center position the numbers of unassigned or empty grid points (those outside of the proximity cell of any of the spots) in each row and column of the grid are calculated. For blocks with large number of expressed spots this procedure finds the correct center of the grid in one step. In blocks with small number of expressed spots the value of largest change in empties may be non-unique and will not allow to find the amount of required shift in a single step. Therefore, a simple simulated annealing type iterative procedure is used. The procedure takes the largest possible shift estimated by the above method and performs the grid placement again using already calculated parameters of the affine transformation. Repeating this procedure iteratively will result in grid oscillations around the unknown center position. To gradually cool down the oscillations the amount of shift is decreased at each iteration from the above maximum value to zero. The total number of spots assigned to the grid is used as a function being maximized in the iterations. Of course, the number of required iterations depends on the spot expression rates.
The iterative grid centering algorithm can be summarized as follows:
Initialize cooling constants K r and K c to 1 do Perform the grid placement Calculate S r and S c Sort S r and S c in descending order S r = sort(S r ) S c = sort(S c ) Find indexes i m and j m such that 
) starting from the left and the right sides of the grid Move the center of the grid on (Y r − Y l ) and (X t − X b ) grid points in the horizontal and the vertical directions, respectively Decrease the cooling constants K r and K c while any of X t , X b , Y l and Y r are not zero Figure 3 shows several iterations of the grid centering algorithm. The initial position of the grid is shifted in both X and Y directions. The grid centering algorithm starts moving the grid with largest possible amount of shift, that is it tries to avoid in this particular case rows with a single spot (plane b) and column with a single spot (plane c), but as cooling constants become smaller the grid finally finds the correct position.
The probability of failure of this approach can be estimated in different ways. Under the assumption that any configuration of spots on the grid is equally possible the probability that there will be at least one expressed spot in the edge row or column of the grid is given by
where K is either number of rows M r or number of columns M c in the grid (M = M r × M c ) and N is the number of expressed spots. If the number of expressed spots is not extremely low the conditional probabilities can be neglected and the probability of failure can be estimated as
Alternatively, the probability of failure p gf can be approximated assuming that all expressed spots are uniformly distributed on the grid and hence the probability that there are no spots in k locations is (1 − R s ) k . In this case the probability of failure can be estimated as
where R s = N/M is the spot expression rate. For blocks with low spot expression rate R s the probability of failure can be fairly high even for large grids (for M = 225 × 225 and R s = 1% both expressions estimate it at about 36%). Fortunately, there are a couple of ways to decrease this probability of failure. One is based on a utilization of the information from different blocks or sections and will be described in Block Indexing section. The second uses replicated or redundant information (if any) from the block itself and is described below. If block contains spots from probes with the same sequences attached then this additional information can be used to help find the correct position of the grid center even in images with very low expression rates. Calculating the sum of spot intensities from all probes with repeated sequences and using the largest or the second largest as the second objective function being maximized allowed to successfully index spots in blocks with absence of any expressed spots at the edge rows or columns of the grid (the total spot expression rate was less than 0.5%). Of course, this additional search will result in increase of processing time.
The parameters based on those two objective functions, namely on the number of spots assigned and on the largest aggregate intensity of spots from the same sequences can be used as confidence measures of quality of grid placement.
Block indexing algorithm
The block indexing algorithm is closely connected to the spot indexing and uses the information from the above procedure. The algorithm starts with division of the whole image in several overlapping subsections in agreement with the number of block rows and columns in the image. Then the processing of the subsections begins with the spot indexing algorithm.
In order to be able to avoid misidentification of spots from neighboring blocks the grid centering algorithm from the previous section in addition to counting rows and columns at the boundaries with low number of spots assigned also searches for the largest internal contiguous blocks of rows and columns that satisfy the same conditions (that is they have the numbers of empties exceeding S r i m
), respectively). If such gaps inside the grid have been found the algorithm updates the grid center and moves it to the position where those gaps become the new boundaries of the grid. This procedure alone allows to identify the blocks separated by a distance as low as 2d g if every row and column in the block has at least one spot assigned.
After finishing the spots indexing for the current section the algorithm records the parameters of affine transformation as well as the confidence measures.
The block indexing algorithm can be improved even further by use of the parameters of affine transformation from already processed blocks. These parameters for different blocks should be fairly close and setting some tolerance level based on the allowable distortion allows to identify problems in spot indexing in addition to the confidence measures described in the previous section (e.g. the difference in average grid rotation between different blocks can be restricted not to exceed a fraction of a percent). At the same time the grid formed by the centers of each block in the image can also Using transformation parameters obtained by averaging the parameters of already processed blocks with high confidence measures allows to predict the center of the next block and to verify or correct the grid placement in sections with low confidence measures. The same parameters can also be used as a first approximation to the affine transformation in spot indexing for the next block. This modification of the initial stage of spot indexing algorithm usually results in decrease in number of iterations required to index blocks with low rate of expressed spots. It also allows to correctly position the grid in blocks with no expressed spots at the edges, that is in the blocks that would have very high chance of spot indexing failure when indexed independently.
An example in Figure 4 illustrates block and spot indexing for small data set. The first section has an empty top boundary row and the second section has an empty left boundary column. It is impossible to construct a unique grid for these blocks independently indexing spots without taking into account some additional information. An application of block/spot indexing algorithm to the whole image produces a correct indexing using as an input only the information about the number of blocks and the size of the grid (2 × 2 blocks with 20 × 20 points each).
RESULTS
The algorithm has been tested on several microarray slides with single or multiple blocks with different resolutions obtained by different image acquisition hardware including Axon scanners and CCD cameras. The processing time depends on image resolution and on the number of spots but typical single block image with 10 000-50 000 spots takes from quarter of a second (for low resolution images with about 3×3 pixels spots) to a second (for high resolution images with 5 × 5 pixels or larger spots).
To emphasize the capabilities of the algorithm two images of microarray slides difficult for indexing are included in Supplementary material. The first image is 225 × 225 single section with about 30% of expressed spots. It is shown in Figure 1sup . This slide has strong distortions. These distortions are nonorthogonal and non-linear and the procedure of the best fit of orthogonal grid has not been able to produce the correct indexing of all spots. The indexing algorithm presented here successfully found the positions of all grid points.
The second image (Figure 2sup ) is a slide with multiple sections. It contains eight blocks grouped in 4 × 2 grid with 225 × 225 points in each block. The blocks have different, but small spot expression rates. The maximum expression rate is 2.25% and the minimum is only 0.25%. All blocks in this image were also successfully indexed including the one with the minimal spot expression rate.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the author presented an effective and completely automated algorithm for registration or indexing of microarray slides containing spots grouped in a single or multiple rectangular sections. The time complexity of the algorithm O(M), where M is the number of grid points, that is it scales linearly with a number of features on the slide. It uses minimal amount of input data, namely numbers of rows and columns of spots in each block and numbers of rows and columns of blocks in the slide. The algorithm successfully overcomes the orthogonal and non-orthogonal transformations and even non-linear distortions of the slide.
